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CableCell - In building
wireless coverage system

Value propositionIndoor cellular coverage is one of the most challenging
areas in the cellular industry. The percentage of traffic
generated inside buildings is increasing rapidly
requiring better coverage and more capacity. High
speed data applications over 3G networks and future
4G networks make the challenge even greater.

Installing an in-building coverage solution is a costly
and time consuming effort. A cost effective indoor
solution is required to bring cellular operators and
property owners a fast return on their investment

Clariton Networks developed CableCell, a unique
solution for improving in-building cellular coverage
in commercial buildings such as hotels, hospitals,
MTU/MDU and office buildings. CableCell is an active
Distributed Antenna System (DAS) based on the
existing coax cables infrastructure, used to distribute
TV signals within the building.  Coverage is achieved
using Cellular Access Points, a simple inexpensive
device connected to the TV outlet. Clariton believes
that utilizing the already installed TV
infrastructure is the most cost
effective means of providing
in  bu i ld ing  w i re less
services.

Low cost active Distributed Antenna System
based on TV coax

High performance/cost ratio system. No need for
expensive fiber or specialized cabling.

Very low installation cost

Existing TV coax infrastructure is used. No need to
build dedicated infrastructure.

No interruption to normal building activities

No need to pull cables, open ceilings and disturb
personnel or guests during installation, unlike any
other DAS system.

Very fast and flexible installation process

Entire building is immediately connected; every TV
outlet becomes a cellular POP. Just connect the
Cellular Access Point to a TV outlet.

Easy coverage design and fine tuning process

All units have fixed transmission power. Fine tuning
can easily be done after installation by moving Cellular
Access Points between outlets or plugging in additional
ones.

Multi Operator  Multi service

Simultaneous support of GSM, UMTS, iDEN, CDMA
for multiple operators.

Fast ROI

The most cost effective system.
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US Office: 320 Morgan Farm Court Atlanta, GA  30342
Tel: +1-678-576-5690 Fax +1-404-303-8431

UK Office: 31 Deacons hill road,
Elstree, Herts WD6 3HY
Tel / Fax: +44-208-953-0254

About Clariton Networks
Clariton Networks develops innovative communications equipment, infrastructure and products,
enabling wireless operators to deliver high quality wireless services to the indoor environment via
the cable TV infrastructure. Clariton Networks was established in 2001 and is led by a group of
senior industry players.

Company HQ: Clariton Networks Ltd.
21 Yegia Kapayim st. POB 3665,
Kiryat Arie Petah Tikva 49130 Israel
Tel: +972-3-9250800 Fax: +972-3-9222243

Email: info@clariton-networks.com

Architecture

Typical commercial buildings have built in TV
distribution networks. TV content is distributed from
a central point via cables, taps and dividers to outlets
throughout the building. Signal losses due to cable
attenuation are being compensated with amplifiers.

CableCell is an active Distributed Antenna System
with constant power transmitted from each antenna.
CableCell carries wireless signals in the existing TV
coax network operating at frequencies above the TV
transmission. Wireless equipment such as cellular
BTS or repeater is installed at the building and
connected to the TV network through the CableCell
equipment which shifts the original cellular frequency
to one that can pass through the cable network. All
signal losses are compensated automatically using
cellular amplifiers in parallel to the TV amplifiers. The
combined TV and wireless signals propagate through
the cable network to rooms and offices, "lighting up"
the whole building simultaneously.

Every few rooms a small Cellular Access Point called
PINDU is connected to the cable outlet and transmits
the original wireless signals at low power. There is
no modification to the original signal generated by
the cellular equipment, so existing cell phones can
be used in the normal way. CableCell elements can
be remotely controlled and configured using an NMS
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